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\textbf{Background:} Cyclic neutropenia (CN) and severe congenital neutropenia (SCN) are disorders of neutrophil production that differ in severity and their responsiveness to treatment. Most cases of CN and many of SCN are due to mutations of the ELA2 gene.

\textbf{Objectives:} To determine the role of modifying genes in the ELA2 mutation-associated neutropenia phenotype.

\textbf{Methods:} Case Report

\textbf{Results:} We report on the progeny of a common donor used by an \textit{in vitro} fertilization program whose affected offspring all had the same S97L ELA2 mutation. The child presented was diagnosed as CN; seven other offspring were diagnosed as SCN. Conclusion: This case suggests a role for modifying genes in determining the clinical phenotype of neutropenia due to ELA2 gene mutation. It also suggests that CN and SCN represent phenotypes on a disease spectrum.